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AndrewHello everyone, and thank you very much for the opportunity to speak with you guys today.  I am Andrew Sherwood.  Austin Baker and I have been a part of the PMI Heartland chapter for a few years so I, and I imagine he as well, recognize many people in the audience today.  If you don’t recognize me, I am normally one of the people seated at one of those back tables with an oversized lunch that is going to end up making my afternoon extremely unproductive.  While I was rather content to remain that guy in the back with my big lunch, I was nicely reminded by Rod that he has presented for me several times, so it is probably time for me to reciprocate.  In thinking over what topics I could present, MVP immediately shot to mind as this is something that Austin and I’s area over at Mutual of Omaha is really embracing and finding some really great value with.  After seeing some of the benefits of utilizing this approach firsthand and doing a decent amount of research beyond my own experiences, we really felt like this would be a great fit as a topic for this group as there can be a lot of benefit to taking this approach.  With that, Austin Baker and I are going to be presenting today on Minimum Viable Product.
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AndrewSo that I can have at least a modicum of credibility with the group, a little on my background…Currently I am a PM over at Mutual of Omaha, and have been there for about a year.  Prior to that, I was at Lincoln Financial Group as an internal consultant and have held some project related roles at Fidelity and Guaranty Life as a functional manager for the claims department and a Sr. Business Analyst.My hobby, or really better described as a passion, is bridging the gap between education and real world business so I also do a lot of adjunct work, teaching Project and Operations Management for three different institutions; Midland’s MBA program, Peru State College, and Southern New Hampshire.I have earned a couple of PMI certifications, the PMP and the ACP.I also consider myself a lifelong learner so a few educational notes, MBA from Creighton, Master of Science from Peru State, and a Bachelor of Science from UNO.
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MVP - History 
• Term first used with Eric Ries 

o A Minimum Viable Product is that version of a 
new product which allows a team to collect the 
maximum amount of validated learning about 
customers with the least effort. 

 

• Over time simplified  
o The smallest thing you can build that lets you 

quickly make it around the build/measure/learn 
loop. 

 

*https://leanstack.com/minimum-viable-product/ 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
AndrewShow of hands, is this concept something that you are at least somewhat familiar with?To help level set, big picture what MVP is – Minimum Viable Product, or MVP is a project delivery approach that focuses on providing some sort of early project delivery and interaction with the customer under the idea that you can shift future pieces of the project to work in feedback and let your customer utilize the initial deliverables as the project continues.  While there are a lot of different definitions for MVP, I have noted the definition provided by Eric Ries as he really was the first to coin the phrase and we will go into that development piece in a minute.  Eric originated the term Minimum Viable Product, or MVP, to describe an approach to new product development that allowed for customer input during the development process.  The initial definition for MVP was noted as; “A Minimum Viable Product is that version of a new product which allows a team to collect the maximum amount of validated learning about customers with the least effort.”  Through continued development of this idea, the definition was transitioned to, “The smallest thing you can build that lets you quickly make it around the build/measure/learn loop.”That gives some big picture context around what we are talking about here.



MVP - History 
• Start-up focus based on experience with 

chat software 
• The things they focused on, didn’t matter 
• Focus on learning was…learning 
• They could have spent their time on the 

features they spent their time on, waste 
• Captured this approach with book, Lean 

Startup 

*http://theleanstartup.com/ 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
AndrewNow that we kind of know the definition, how about how we got there.  Where, or more importantly, why, did Eric Ries find this approach to be so important.  Eric Reis was/is a serial start-up founder so it makes sense that his notion here comes from the start up type of environment, most notably based on experience his company had with developing a piece of chat software.After the software was mostly developed, they set up a few customer feedback/tester type sessions.  These session revealed that the most difficult and expensive functionality to develop, didn’t matter.  The pieces of code that took them the most time and effort, weren’t important to the customer.  Other functions of the product that took less time and money were far more important to the customer.  As part of the feedback sessions, they learned a lot of the normal feedback type of things, what worked well, what didn’t, what to change, etc.  Your typical customer feedback type of outcomes.  However, the focus on these feedback sessions didn’t end up being just these sort of change this change that type of things.  The feedback sessions did result in a shift in functionality from their initial product plan, however, the real focus of the learning ended up being, more learning.  Eric, and his team, realized, they should be doing this learning earlier.  Why weren’t they getting this feedback earlier?  How can we start this feedback earlier in the process?  So that first non-project specific tweak take away here, get the feedback earlier in the process.The next component here to come out of this, eliminate the waste.  The time his development team spent on the features that customers didn’t want, that is waste.  Time spent going down the wrong path, that is waste.  The waste component is where the Lean idea starts to get tied in.  As most probably know, a fundamental component of Lean is to not to produce anything that the customer doesn’t find valuable, so in order to try to be more Lean in this context, we need to eliminate the development work on things that are not valuable to the customer.  Don’t gold plate, don’t build things unless you know the customer finds value.  Combining these two ideas -- starting the customer feedback loop earlier in the development process -- and – only develop functionality that provides value to the customer -- are really the underlying concepts for the idea of MVP.Eric captured the learnings from these experiences in a book, Lean Startup.  Within this text, he highlighted the use of a MVP to get your start-up going.    I would venture to say with a relatively high level of confidence, most in this room don’t work for a start-up, maybe a couple, but certainly not many.  So you could be saying to yourself, Sherwood, we don’t work for start ups, what’s the tie in, why does that matter to us?While Eric’s original notion was rooted with start-ups and his experience with this approach, many larger organizations are now also adopting this approach.  The adoption is based strongly on the ties and alignment between MVP and Agile methodology.   Thinking over what MVP is, and the history on how the approach came to be, I can see why many practitioners associate MVP with Agile methodology.  The development environment needed for Agile is an environment that is also conducive to MVP.  



MVP - Ties to Agile 
• Values #1 Individuals and interactions over 

process and tools 
• Values #2 Working software over 

comprehensive documentation 
• Values #3 Customer collaboration over 

contract negotiation 
• Values #4 Responding to change over 

following a plan 
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Presentation Notes
AndrewIf you go over the 4 Agile values called out in the Agile Manifesto, you can see how well these all align with the MVP concept.Agile Values #1 Individuals and interactions over process and tools – The interaction word here is key.  That interaction that traditional Agile framework supports is highlighted with MVP’s early adoption of the customer feedback loop.Agile Values #2 Working software over comprehensive documentation – Working software being the key notable here.  With a MVP approach, you are producing some level of a testable functional working piece of software.  This is something that you can deliver and test and utilize…Agile Values #3 Customer collaboration over contract negotiation – Customer collaboration, that is the feedback loop, one of the biggest value positions with utilizing a MVP approach.  Agile Values #4 Responding to change over following a plan – And finally, responding to change, is the likely outcome from 3, that collaboration.  Eric’s earlier example on their chat application, that led to a quick pivot with their product approach.



MVP - Ties to Agile 
• 1.  Our highest priority is to satisfy the 

customer through early and continuous 
delivery of valuable software 

• 2.  Welcome changing requirements, even 
late in development.  Agile processes 
harness change for the customer’s 
competitive advantage 
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Presentation Notes
AndrewMVP also aligns with the many of the agile principles highlighted in the Agile Manifesto.  I won’t go through all of them, but I am sure you can see how these specifically align with the MVP idea or approach.  Early delivery, welcome changes based on customer feedback…



MVP - Ties to Agile 
• 3.  Deliver working software frequently, from 

a couple of weeks to a couple of months, 
with a preference to the shorter time scale 

• 7.  Working software is the primary measure 
of progress 

• 10.  Simplicity – the art of maximizing the 
amount of work not done – is essential 
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AndrewA few others here from the manifesto here…Based on how closely MVP aligns with Agile, per the manifesto, it makes sense that any organization that is adopting Agile also adopts the MVP concept with their approach.  I would note that I am saying Agile in a very agnostic way.  Whichever specific Agile approach your organization is taking; Scrum, XP, Crystal, Lean Agile, etc., MVP likely can be worked in for application.  For how this approach gets worked in, I am going to turn it over to Austin to walk through the application piece…



MVP - Application 
 
 

Themes of functionality, flexibility and feed 
back 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Austin-Thanks Andrew for some of the history and how this typically aligns itself with the Agile MethodologyStarting from the beginning with rolling wave/iterative planning sessionsProvides room for change (a common theme from Andrew’s manifesto slides)



MVP - Application 
• Attempt to break down any “hard problem” 

that requires a lot of complexity into a simple 
problem that requires much less 

 
• Notable keys; 

• Start with HVT 
• Task level 6 hours or less theory (not too simple not 

too complex)  
• Using the user stories to drive scope not solutions 
• No work on later task until feedback occurs from 

initial delivery 
• Understanding the roll continuous improvement 

will or will not play 
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AustinContinuing with the theme of flexibility for breaking down a “hard” problemStart with HVTTask level 6 hours or less theory (not too simple not too complex) Using the user stories to drive scope NOT solutionsNo work on later task until feedback occurs from initial deliveryUnderstanding the roll continuous improvement will or will not play



MVP - Application 
 
• 80-20 thought process 

oAKA the law of the vital few, or the 
principle of factor sparsity 

oMay not be solving 100% but if you can 
solve 80% of original problem with 20% 
effort, huge ROI 
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AustinThink Pereto Focusing on the most important thingsOne way of thinking would be properly aligning resourcesHopefully will see this when we go through our examples



MVP - Application 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Austin2 People from point A to point B and then 1 person from point B to point CProblem Statement:Someone needs to go somewhere – to GENERICPerson X needs to go to point A Monday at 3 then point B by Monday at 4 finishing at point C by Monday at 5 – Way too specific and very easily leading to noise	1-doesn’t work, one wheel has no value.  This ultimately shows waterfall2-evolution approach, good stuff.  Doesn’t get feedback in consideration, point A to B with someone else3-Third model, satisfies the biggest requirements, then with the feedback get to the final solution.  1 being the MVP



MVP - Application 
 
 

“A minimum viable product is therefore not a 
product. It is a minimum viable go to market 

step.” 

http://scalemybusiness.com/the-ultimate-
guide-to-minimum-viable-products/ 
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AustinSounds similar to what we stated earlier (it’s a theme it should)This doesn’t have to mean a demo after Sprint 1BUT the note here is step in process v. product.  Step being key for the feedback loop…..



MVP – Examples 
• Three unique examples; 

 
o Technical Debt 

 
o 401K System 
 
oMidland Capstone Project 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
AustinWhile there are a lot of examples out there, we specifically chose the three examples here so that we can highlight the variety of ways you can apply this approach.  The three projects are all very different, in scope, delivery, audience, everything, a lot of different notables here.  Additionally, these are projects that Andrew and I worked through so they are first hand experiences for us. I will provide some insight into a  Technical Debt scenario and then Andrew will walk through Screen Adjustments for 401K System and a project that came through the Midland University MBA Capstone program. 



MVP – Technical Debt 



MVP – Technical Debt 
• Mainframe language upgrade 
• Pacbase (1970 Language) to Maintainable 

Cobol and JAVA  
• Started with a wide array of databases and 

UI’s 
• No planning beyond POC 
• Project transferred to me after POC 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Austin Tech Debt-This was a good set up to get started-try to figure out, the amount of work that can be done to fit in our timeline.  -no real planning done on a program level beyond the POC-I wanted to figure out the MVP-Unused Code (massive amounts of waste and risk)



MVP – Technical Debt 
• Took MVP approach to develop scope of 

individual projects and how those tied to 
program objectives 

• Planned with the mindset of the “Known-
Unknowns” 

• Delivered with MVP across 10 releases (2.25 
complete projects) 

• Big wins from program perspective  
o Speed to market (internal), cost avoidance 

across numerous fields and flexibility to grow 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
AustinTarget here was to make sure that each delivery of a screen provided the original functionality that screen was developed for	--Meaning Inquiries had to query and display the right information	--Menu Screens had to take us to the right place	--Update Screens applied updates throughout the DB’sTouch on a bit of what was not done?  (noise!, good.  We deleted a lot of unused programs)	- 4 screens to update address all in different systems



MVP – Technical Debt 
• Key elements 

oContinuous improvement 
o Real time customer feedback loop 
o Understanding what customers had vs 

what they needed (future state) from a 
technology perspective 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Austin Kata notes on continuous improvementDeploy to a POC, unimpeded access to the end user to make sure they feedback there on the replacement was workingWhat they had, minus what wasn’t needed (the noise), equaled our MVP



MVP – 401K System 



MVP – 401K System 
• Associate agent information to certain UI 

screens 
• Started with a wide swath of associated 

features and requirements 
• Minimal prioritization initially done 
• Project transferred to me 
• Took MVP approach to reprioritize to the 

most important thing, and what can be 
delivered earliest 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
AndrewThis project was relatively straightforward, we were adjusting some screens in our 401K admin platform UI.  Our agents, when logged into the normal UI, were not able to see agent contact information.  This was a piece of information that they would regularly use, so having that data point, there was a lot of value in that, and it wasn’t available.  The project was initially proposed a while back, and when it was first proposed, this idea of having the agent information on the page, grew and grew.  Additional aspects to this; I need to be able to cross reference to make sure this is still current, the new data needs to be bi-direction so that we can make updates, we need some business rules built into the code so that people won’t put the wrong agent to the wrong plan, etc.  All of these requirements grew when the project was first started.  All of these user stories were gathered and prioritized based on the idea that all of these functions would be delivered across a handful of releases.  These user stories were written by a few business representatives, order was established, and development work began.  A year or so into development, I was handed the project.  Notable, this is a side of the desk project for most involved so that year timeline, while it is a lot, it only small fractions of 1 person.  As part of taking over this project, I looked over the backlog and didn’t quite follow the development order.  That most important thing, seeing the agent contact information, was back a few releases instead of the first or second.  Some of the less important things, were coming first.  Some of the things we had slated, probably didn’t have a ton of value.  We hadn’t engaged a product owner as well as we probably could have.  So, with this idea of prioritization based on MVP, the product owner, the BA, the developer, and myself, re-ordered the stories based on providing the most value as early as possible in the project.  This was amplified based on the idea that we were a full year into a project that really shouldn’t take terribly long and some changes we were doing system replacement wise would make some of these issues obsolete.    



MVP – 401K System 
• Re-planned with this mindset, cut estimated 

delivery date drastically 
• Now delivering the MVP across two releases 
• From portfolio perspective, this is a big 

benefit as we can evaluate function v. 
function instead of the whole project v. 
other whole projects 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
AndrewWe reprioritized the order for the delivery.  2 things in mind, how can we deliver this most important thing first?  Also, what other aspects are we okay to cut.  Going back to Austin’s 80/20 idea, 80% of the value is going to be provided with the 20% of the stories, or the agent contact information.  The other 20% of the value will take 80% of the stories.The output here now being that we are providing those most important pieces over two releases, one that has just occurred, and in the near future, the second release, which will be the most important thing.  We will hit that MVP point very shortly.A couple of big wins here, our teams will have that most important thing much earlier than they would have had we not reprioritized.  As is, that would have been a little later in the project.  They get to use that right away.  Another big value notable goes to my boss, our area’s portfolio manager.  After this MVP is delivered, we are going to circle back on this project to see if these remaining stories are worth it.  Now that we have delivered the 80% value, and we know that some of these other stories or customer requirements are going to be solved for in another way a couple of years from now, do we want to keep a developer on this work?  Maybe, maybe not, but with this approach, we now have the option to evaluate that.  Each of these features gets to be compared against each other, and not just from a project perspective, but from a portfolio view.  My boss now gets to look at these next couple of stories and say, hey how does feature x y z of this project compare to a b c of this other project.  Without this order / prioritization approach of MVP, we would still be working through some of these other features.  Since we are taking this shift with other projects, we really get the portfolio benefits here as we get to compare function by function instead of just project by project.  Think of the increase in value if you can go through your whole portfolio and deliver this 80 /20 idea, and you can cut some of the requirements that take a lot of work but don’t provide a lot of value.  



MVP – Midland Capstone 



MVP – Midland Capstone 
• VC/Start-up company data is limited 
• Need to be able to compare to peers 
• MVP was the first pass at the data set 
• Delivery started the feedback loop 
• Delivery stood on its own, but allowed for 

easily identified next steps 
• Additional deliveries occurred after MVP 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
AndrewAt the end of the Midland University MBA program, all students have to deliver a Capstone project.  This is something they do in small teams to help a local business solve a real world problem.  One of the teams that I mentored was a group of impressive students that were trying to help a local VC firm with taking a more analytical approach to their investment decisions.  Current state, it is a relationship business and very little is backed by benchmarking type data.  One of the big reasons that is the case, there is limited public data available for start-ups and venture capital.  As they aren’t publicly traded, a lot of the normally easy to find company data just isn’t available.  Without the underlying data, how can you compare or benchmark?  For this project, we took a MVP approach knowing that the issue here was needing to have data they could benchmark off of.  Our first delivery, about 2 weeks in, was a first pass at a data set.  We spent a large portion of two weeks finding good sources for pieces of data and started to aggregate and balance off of each source.  That was our MVP delivery, that first pass at a data set.  We knew it wasn’t great, we weren’t able to give them any recommendations, etc., but we could show that data set, talk about our sources, and get that feedback loop going.  And it worked perfectly.  The feedback we got confirmed that we were on the right track, they could start using that data right away, and we were pointed at how to expand the data as well as what types of analysis they would want us to complete, recommendations from the data etc.  Ultimately we ended up providing 4 deliverables, 1-MVP data set, 2-expanded data set, 3-recommendations based on our analysis of the data, and we barely had the time, but built out the 4th delivery-A decision making analysis tool.  We were successful when we delivered the MVP, each release after that was more and more success.  If the project needed to be cut, or a student dropped out, or whatever, we would have still provided some value.  Projects that don’t take this approach aren’t able to do that.



MVP - Examples 
• Three unique examples; 

 
o Technical Debt 

 
o 401K System 
 
oMidland Capstone Project 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
AndrewWe picked these three examples in order to highlight a different aspect of the approach.  Software stat on functionality not being used



MVP - Why It Adds Value 
• Early feedback/interaction point with the 

customer 
• Reduced risk of being off base 
• Customer use of the software/deliverable  
• Portfolio Management; can cut edges if 

needed 
• Less likely to be a total failure/cut 
• Improved trust and relationships 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
AndrewProjects different, still same value notables-Projects last years – provide a return -interaction leading to a better customer focused deliverable



Dialogue  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Andrew- We want to ask if this aligns with some of the things you have experienced



Thank You! 
Austin Baker 

Sr. Project Manager 
Mutual of Omaha 

 

Andrew Sherwood 
Project Manager 
Mutual of Omaha 
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Helpful Links 
• Cleveroad - What is the use of a MVP 

 
• The Case For A Minimum Viable Product Launch 

 
• Forbes MVP Case Studies 

 
• MindTools - Creating Minimum Viable Products 

 
• Scale My Business - MVP User Guide 

 

https://www.cleveroad.com/blog/what-is-the-use-of-a-minimum-viable-product-infographic
http://blog.drift.com/minimum-viable-product-launch
http://www.forbes.com/sites/darden/2016/06/07/how-to-design-your-next-minimum-viable-product-3-case-studies/#38adb25562ae
https://www.mindtools.com/pages/article/creating-mvps.htm
http://scalemybusiness.com/the-ultimate-guide-to-minimum-viable-products/
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